
     Pudu Holabot Delivery Robot with
Pager and Notifications HLBOT
 
Quick Overview
  

Advanced Technology. A Delivery Robot that features Pager
and Notifications! Pudu HolaBot is a delivery robot which
innovatively applies autonomous robot to the food, medical and
other fields. Equipped with intelligent delivery, high carrying
capacity, pagering function and voice control module, Pudu
HolaBot is aiming to boost the turnaround efficiency in
restaurants and to help the establishment of smart hospitals.

Premium Design and Construction. Features 60Kg carrying
capacity, volume of 120L, and 4 large-capacity trays, giving the
restaurant a much better turnover. And it transfers medical
stuff from the place of origin to the designated storage space
with contactless delivery, helping to improve efficiency and
lower infection rates.

Exceptional Value and Function. Pudu HolaBot comes with
pager function, allowing you to call and assign tasks to the
robot at any time.

 
  Description

  

Pudu Holabot Delivery Robot with Pager and Notifications HLBOT

Food Delivery made easy with our friendly and smart premium delivery robots! Equipped with intelligent delivery, high carrying
capacity, pagering function and voice control module, Pudu HolaBot is aiming to boost the turnaround efficiency in restaurants
and to help the establishment of smart hospitals.

 

Key Features:

Ultra-large Capacity: 60kg carrying capacity, volume of 120L, 4 large-capacity trays
Tray size: 390mm × 360mm
Loading weight limit: 15kg
Transfers medical gear from the place of origin to the designated storage space with contactless delivery, helping to
improve efficiency and lower infection rates
The tray can be detached and five levels can be flexibly adjusted for customizing the holding area.
Comes with Pager Function, allowing you to call and assign tasks to the robot at any time.
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Air Motion: No need to touch the buttons, efficient and contactless
Sound tracking: “Hola Hola” voice recognition, a 6-array omnidirectional microphone for the robot to locate sound
source in real time
IPX5 Waterproof Inner Cabin: Cabin can effectively resist various liquid splashes in the working environment and keep the
machine body clean
Waterproof Rating: IP67

 

Additional Information:

Machine material: ABS/aviation-grade aluminum alloy
Charging time: 4.5h
Battery lifetime: 10-24H (power exchangeable)
Cruise speed: 0.2̃1.2m/s adjustable
Capacity of single shelf: 15kg
Shelf dimension: 390mm×360mm
Standard shelf height: 216mm/184mm/184mm/184mm（Top-dowm)

 

Pager Parameters:

Waterproof rating: IP65
Communication scheme: 4G/WiFi
Run-time: 72h (stand-by time)[3]
Calling functions: NFC calling, touchscreen operation, notifications

 

Warranty: 1 Year Supplier Warranty from PUDU
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Your Shipping Specifications
 

Net Weight (Kg) 55

Width (mm) 542

Depth (mm) 534

Height (mm) 1226

Packing Width (mm) 537

Packing Depth (mm) 565

Packing Height (mm) 1290

Power 240V; 232W; 10A

Warranty 1 Year Supplier Warranty; Kindly Contact Supplier
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